FIT TECH

TRACKING
GOALS
AND
SAVING
LIVES
Artificial Intelligence is not just
about telling us how many calories
we’ve burned or miles we’ve
covered – it can monitor our health
and habits and may even save your
life one day. Sonia Klug reports
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or centuries, athletes have
used data to improve performance
by measuring time and distance.
Today we can take advantage
of the astounding amount of
details smart devices capture.
Equipped with gyroscopes, microphones,
accelerometer, GPS and heart rate sensors,
they record more and more information about
our training, habits and health.
Complex computer code can analyse all this
data to spot correlations and patterns. These
algorithms can then draw on what they have ‘learnt’
to make predictions – from what kind of training will
lead to the fastest race time for you, to alerting
drivers in good time to approaching cyclists.
Machine ‘learning’ can be incredibly potent
when set to do a specific task. This is often referred
to as Artificial Intelligence or, more precisely, narrow
AI – as opposed to general AI, which would see
computers be able to think like humans and which
– for now at least – only happens in science fiction.
For example, TrainAsONE is a running platform
that benefits from 20 million kilometres of running
data – gathered from people while they use the
app, as well as any historic running data they
choose to upload from their mobile devices.
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‘FALL DETECTION
CAN ONLY ALERT
EMERGENCY
CONTACTS OR
SERVICES AS LONG
AS THERE IS
MOBILE COVER’

OPTIMAL PLAN
‘The system devises the optimal plan to achieve
your goal, based on what it has learnt, taking
into account your individual running data. It
continues to learn with every run, which makes
it a wonderful feedback loop,’ says the company’s
CTO, David Brownlee. ‘One big thing is injury
avoidance. According to some studies, 75 per
cent of runners will get injured every year. A lot of
this is simply due to overtraining, which a surprising
amount of runners do. We aim for an injury rate
of three per cent a year, and we estimate that
we’re within one per cent of that for people
who follow their plan closely.’
There are similar apps for other types of
exercise, and some gyms have even replaced
spinning classes with Peloton exercise bikes, which
use AI to devise individual programmes. Many
professional coaches and athletes also use clothing
with integrated sensors that record respiration,
weight distribution, and which muscle groups are
used to improve posture and technique through
algorithms that can make sense of it all. There
are already wearables on the consumer market,
too – from running socks to vibrating yoga trousers
and shirts – which may well become mainstream
in the near future. But in the meantime, it’s fitness
trackers and especially smart watches, which
are changing the way we exercise.
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These are often more accurate in recording
movement and have been optimised as an exercise
companion. To develop the Apple Watch, for
example, the company logged over 66,000 hours
of 10,000 people working out in their bespoke
fitness lap to continually update the Apple
Watch’s algorithms.
It understands what kind of workout you
are doing – even which swimming stroke you
perform – and provides stats, such as heart
rate, active calories burnt, elevation and pace.
The watch then uses this information to tailor
reminders and suggestions.
SEEKING HELP
Large-scale studies are also behind the watch’s
heart-monitoring functions. It’s capable of doing an
accurate electrocardiogram (ECG), capturing heart
rhythm. It will sporadically check if it detects an
unusually slow, fast or irregular heartbeat (often
a sign of atrial fibrillation or Afib) and notify the
wearer. People report that this feature alerted

them to the early stages of a heart attack and other
life-threatening conditions, prompting them to seek
medical help in the nick of time.
Staying on top of your heart health is, of course,
especially important if you push your body to its
limits in endurance sports or if your outdoor
adventures take you to places that are a long way
from medical help.
There is also great potential for AI to help in
emergencies. EMILY, an electrically powered float,
which uses AI to spot clusters of swimmers in
trouble is already in use. Search and rescue drones
and robots are also in development.
Road safety is the driver behind Busby, a cycling
app. Twenty thousand hours of cycling data from
volunteers perfected its fall detection system, so if
you’re running the app while having a cycling accident
and remain non-responsive, the app will automatically
notify an emergency contact with your location.
The app also lets users report a near-miss
with one tap, which is logged on a database.
Machine learning algorithms can then pinpoint

‘ANOTHER DOWNSIDE IS THAT
CONSTANTLY TRACKING OUR
HEALTH AND FITNESS COULD
FORM A PSYCHOLOGICAL
DEPENDENCE ON DEVICES’
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danger spots and inform councils so they
can improve road safety.
But the leading cause of cyclists’ deaths is
lack of driver awareness. Busby is seeking to
change that with a new feature. James Duffy,
the commercial director, says, ‘With the backing
of Daimler we partnered with car manufacturer’s
GPS systems, including Nissan, Toyota and Ford,
to develop Road Radar. This feature will connect
cyclists using our app to the onboard vehicle
systems. It will plug into at about half of all UK’s
450,000 HGV’s systems, as well as other GPS
systems, such as TomTom, to alert drivers when
a cyclist is nearby. Based on the data collected,
a driver on a country lane may be alerted when
the cyclist is 300m away, but in central London
that distance could be as little as 5m.’ So this app
doesn’t only help you to keep safe, but your data
will make cycling safer for all.
SOS MESSAGE
However, fall detection – be it as an app or
integrated into a smart watch – can only alert
emergency contacts or services as long as there
is mobile cover. Busby is currently looking into
partnering with a satellite communication provider
to enable emergency messages to be sent via
satellite. Also, certain Garmin watches can send
an SOS message to a rescue monitoring centre via
a connected Garmin inReach satellite emergency
device, but this requires a subscription.

User of Apple
watches have
control over their
data, which is
not processed on
external servers

So, what does the future hold? Even more data could be
connected – from how you sleep and move to what you eat and even
genetics, uncovering more correlations and allowing for more tailored
and effective guidance, continuing the trend to hyper-personalisation.
A system could even get to know you to such an extent, that it could
understand your frame of mind and what type of motivation works
best for you when, and what you have to eat to stave off cravings.
However, interconnectedness is also where one of the
greatest dangers lie. The more data is connected, the harder it
is to anonymise, and the higher the risk of it being exploited – not
just for marketing purposes, but also for example by employers,
insurers or even criminals.
Privacy policies vary hugely. On one end of the spectrum, there
is Apple, whose protocols are incredibly strict and whose products
are even designed to process the data on the device, rather than
on external servers to give users as much control over their data as
possible. On the other, there are apps which have been developed
purely to sell your data to third parties.
Brownlee says, ‘We need to move to a point where people
have more control over their data. At TrainAsONE we not only
anonymise data but will not share the data itself (such as running
routes or GPS coordinates) but will only apply what the system
has learnt from the data.’
Another downside is that constantly tracking our health and
fitness could form a psychological dependence on devices as well as
making people, especially the ones who tend to worry, more anxious
about their health. Finally, these technologies could convey a false
sense of security, as any device can fail or run out of battery.
And, of course, any AI system is only as good as the code
and training sets used, so the quality varies from the gobsmackingly
effective to underwhelming. As always, self-reliance and a healthy
dose of scepticism towards anything that wants your money
– or data – never goes amiss.

Useful devices
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The Busby
cycling app for
cycling road
safety

TrainAsONE
and Strava
are both
AI-powered
running
platforms

Apple watch
for training,
health and
wellbeing,
as well as
emergencies

Garmin
watch for
exercise
as well as
emergencies

Stryd is a clip
that attaches
to your
shoelaces to
assess your
running stride

Peloton
exercise bikes
use AI to tailor
its plans
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